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Classes: 
 

Gentle 
Beginner 
Intermediate 
Advanced 
Kids 
Privates 
 

Programs: 
 

Immersions 
Teacher — 
Trainings 
Workshops 

  

HealingArts: 
 

Massage  
Homeopathy 
Injury Rehab 

Prasad Yoga  516 Second Street Pike     221155 -- 335555 -- 33222244 
Southampton Shopping Center                  (a few doors down from 
Southampton Pa 18966                                    Robin Hood Diner)                   

      PPrraassaadd YYooggaa –  
           A Refuge,   A Home,  
     A Heart Open To All Hearts 

All classes are taught  
using Anusara  Principles of  

Alignment 

www.prasadyoga.com 

Spiritual Divorce
Divorce as a Catalyst 

for an Extraordinary Life

Private, one-on-one coaching from 
Master Life Coach 
Kim Beck

Get your 
complimentary session:
www.BeckCoaching.com
CoachKimBeck@yahoo.com

215-510-5251

Spiritual Divorce
Divorce as a Catalyst 

for an Extraordinary Life

Private, one-on-one coaching from 
Master Life Coach 
Kim Beck

Get your 
complimentary session:
www.BeckCoaching.com
CoachKimBeck@yahoo.com

215-510-5251
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Seated Twist
From a crossed legged position, 
inhale to lengthen the spine. With
the next inhalation reach the arms
long by the ears, relax the shoul-
ders. With an exhalation, bring the
left hand to the right knee or thigh
and the right arm behind the back, 
fingertips or hand touching down 
to the earth for support. Hold for
30 sec - 2 min. Slowly unwind and
take the twist on the left side.

Note: Twisting to the right first and then the left will increase the
movement of the bowels (good for hypo-digestion). Twisting to the
left first and then to right will slow down the movement of 
bowels (good for hyper-digestion).

Seated Side Bend/Extended
Side Angle Combination
From a seated position, extend
the right leg and open it out to
the right. Bend the left knee
and bring the left foot to the
inner right thigh. Place the

right hand on the right leg and turn the torso towards the left
knee. With an inhalation, extend the left arm up and with an
exhalation arch it over towards the right. Hold 30 sec - 2 min.
With an inhalation, bring the torso back to center and the
right hand to earth next to the right hip. With the next 
inhalation, pick up the hips off the ground. Extend the left leg
and place the left foot on the earth. Once settled, extend the
left arm over the left
ear and reach into a
full side body stretch.
Hold 30 sec - 2 min.
When finished, slowly
bring the hips back to
the ground and take
the same combination
of poses on the left side.

Locust
From a prone position, bring the chin to rest on the 
mat and the arms by the sides. Let the hip bones relax 
into the mat. With an inhalation lift the chest and legs a 
few inches off the floor. In this pose the continued 
abdominal breath offers the opportunity to self-massage 

the intestines as
the body gently
rocks with breath.
Hold 30 sec – 1.5
min. Release the
body back to the
earth and rest.

Wide Knee Childs Pose
From a table position, open the
knees out towards the edges of the
mat and bring the big toes towards
touching. With an exhalation,
bring the buttocks back towards
the heels and the forehead down
to rest on earth or on stacked fists.
Rest here for 2 minutes and breathe.

Supported Twist
From a seated position, bend the knees and bring the feet 
to rest together as you sit over onto the right hip/buttock.
Bring a bolster or stack of blankets to line up with the 
right hip. With an exhalation, turn the torso towards the 
bolster and gently lower the front of the body onto its 
support, turn the neck right and rest on the left cheek. 
Focus on the abdominal breath and hold 30 sec – 2 min.

Slowly lift and
unwind the torso
and take the twist
for the same
amount of time
on the other side.

Supported Reclining Hero
Come to standing on the knees and bring the buttocks to sit on
the feet. Bring a bolster or blanket stack behind the body in line
with the spine’s trajectory as travels to the earth. Bring the
hands behind the body to frame the bolster for support. With an
exhalation, gently lower the spine to rest on the support of the
bolster, continue breathing deeply hold 1 – 3 min. Use the arms to
support the body when
coming out of the pose.
Release the legs long in front
of the body for a couple
of breaths before coming
down onto the back.

Legs Against the Wall
From a seated position, bring one hip to the wall and lay down the
torso in a diagonal line away from the wall. Gently swing the
legs around to the wall and position the body into an L shape

with the legs resting against
the wall and the buttocks
flush – if the buttocks won’t
come flush with the wall, use
a folded blanket or firm 
pillow as support underneath
the low back. Once the body
and breath settle in, choose
to keep the legs pointing 
directly up or open them into
a v shape. Hold anywhere
from 1 – 5 minutes. �
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Healthy Family | by Christy Selfridge

The relationship between breast cancer and physical
activity has been extensively researched in recent
years. With a climbing rate of diagnosis among

women both young and old, it is important that all
women be aware of the steps they can take to help prevent
this life threatening disease as well as the necessity of 
exercise and healthy practices post treatment.

Researchers have come to suggest, that among other
things, diet and exercise can play a huge role in protecting
yourself from a disease such as breast cancer. Doctors
have yet to find a cure, and in many cases have yet to
even find a trigger for the disease, but one thing they have
learned is that exercise on a regular basis can reduce your
chances of breast cancer by at least 20%, and in some
cases as much as 80%.

In 2009 a study done by the University of Pennsylvania
found that a slowly progressive weight lifting program
could actually help decrease the symptoms of lymphedema
in breast cancer survivors. Lymphedema is swelling that
can occur as a result of lymph fluid buildup, and it is very
common in women who have received treatment for
breast cancer. The study stresses the importance of exercise
for breast cancer survivors, however it also stresses the 
importance of safety when doing this. The researchers
and doctors involved in this study highly suggest that
women work with certified fitness professionals, and 
consult their doctors before beginning any exercise 
programs. The key to exercise while in recovery from
breast cancer is to start slowly. 

In an article posted by the American Cancer Society in
2009, Dr. Colleen Doyle, (MS, RD, American Cancer 
Society, Director, Nutrition and Physical Activity) says,
“One of the most important goals a cancer survivor can
set post-treatment is to live a healthy lifestyle”. This 
includes healthy eating with a suggested diet of “5 or
more servings of vegetables and fruits each day, choosing
whole grain foods instead of white flour and sugars, and
limiting meats that are high in fat.” (Snowden, Rebecca D.
August 19,2009)

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommend
that adults “engage in moderate-intensity physical activity
for at least 30 minutes on five or more days a week”, or
“engage in vigorous-intensity physical activity for at least
20 minutes on three or more days a week”.

When cancer treatment ends and the patients are
deemed cancer free the healing is only beginning. For
many women chemotherapy and radiation leave them
facing weight gain or loss, fatigue, a lot of muscle and joint
pain and depression among other things. There is also an
influx of anxiety and fear that the disease will return. 
Taking all of these variables into consideration it is easy to
see that physical recovery is not the only issue; mental,
emotional and spiritual recovery is equally as important.

Researchers have found that Yoga may be the perfect 
culmination of physical and spiritual recovery. Some 
of the major cancer centers across the country, 
including MD Anderson, Memorial Sloan-Kettering, and
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, now offer their patients
yoga as a complementary therapy in an effort to provide
a more integrative approach to care.

Benefits from multiple studies show that Yoga helps 
patients in recovery combat some of the physical side 
effects of treatment like insomnia and depression. The
stress reduction benefits of a Yoga regimen for cancer 
survivors are also important, as stress has been shown to
exacerbate the growth of tumors and other cancer 
indicators. The American Cancer Society notes that 
experimental studies have shown evidence of yoga’s ben-
eficial effects on the immune system. 

Indeed, with the help of a well-trained yoga instructor,
asana, pranayama, meditation and visualization and other
healthy lifestyle changes that Yoga often encourages can be
wonderful tools in managing mental anxiety of a diagnosis
along with the stress of recovery. In an interview for Yoga
Journal (December 2004), survivor Connie Hawley 
describes her battle with non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma and
yoga’s influence on her recovery. Connie says “Yoga
helped me come into a nurturing energy, to befriend 
my body, listen to it and treat myself with gentleness 
and compassion.” She goes on to say, “Yoga is an 
incredible tool for accessing the body’s amazing capacity
to heal itself.”

Editors Note: People with cancer should talk to their
doctor before starting any type of therapy that 
involves movement of joints and muscles. Relying on this
type of treatment alone and avoiding or delaying 
conventional medical care for cancer may have serious
health consequences. �

Breast Cancer
Prevention & Recovery
Breast Cancer
Prevention & Recovery
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295 Old Eagle School Road, Wayne, PA 19087
610-293-1227   www.doctorhandel.com Brian E. Handel, DMD

In Practice Over 16 Years

• Mercury Free/Metal Free Dentistry
• Safe & Effective Mercury Removal

• Digital X-rays (80-90% less radiation)
• Free Consultation/Second Opinion

A HIGHER LEVEL OF CARE WHERE ORAL HEALTH BE-
COMES PART OF YOUR OVERALL HEALTH.

Get ready to change the way you 
feel about dentists.

THE MIRACLE OF LASER DENTISTRY
AT WAYNE DENTAL CARE

No needles for numbing • No drills
No scary sounds • No extra charge • Virtually pain-free

Zaps cold sores/fever blisters

Bryan Kest Weekend Workshops on Sept. 24 - 26 in Philly 
M. Buck Thai Yoga Massage on Dec. 3-5 in Philly

2010 Fall Yoga Alliance-Certified
Power Vinyasa Yoga 200-Hour Teacher Training

Our Fall Certification Program starts October 2nd thru 
November 21st, in Philadelphia. Training cost is $1500.

Testimonials
“If you want to become an awakened, 

energized, and inspiring teacher, then Power Yoga Work’s
Teacher Training is a must.” – Isuaro F, RYT

“The teacher training program at PYW has opened up 
endless number of doors for me.” – Tina S, RYT

“The teacher training program at PYW was one of 
the most positive experiences in my life.”– Janice T.

2011 Spring Yoga Alliance-Certified Teacher Training
Our 2011 Spring Certification Program starts March 6th 
thru April 30th in Philadelphia. Training cost is $1500.

www.poweryogaworks.com

MALVERN STUDIO
81 LANCASTER AVENUE

610.889.9642

PHILLY STUDIO
3527 LANCASTER AVENUE

215.243.9642
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Book Reviews: Tools to Help You Transform

THE ENLIGHTENED DIET: 7 WEIGHT-LOSS SOLUTIONS THAT NOURISH BODY, MIND, AND SOUL
by Deborah Kesten and Larry Scherwitz
It’s time to change the way you think about dieting. The Enlightened Diet is not about calorie counting,
figuring fat, or watching your weight; nor is it a restrictive regimen. Rather, it is an evidence-based, 
scientifically sound, comprehensive program for the whole self that nourishes all of you—body, mind,
and soul—each time you eat. And it works because it reveals the underlying reasons you overeat. It 
accomplishes this by revealing both measurable nutrients as well as more intangible ingredients such
as emotions, mindfulness, gratitude, companionship, and non-judgment; in other words, this practical
guide gives you the tools you need to achieve and maintain a healthy weight.
Instead of being a slave to the scale, you’ll discover their seven newly identified eating styles, which
lead to overeating, overweight, and weight gain, and how to turn the failings of traditional dieting into
achieving and maintaining your optimal weight while savoring the pleasures of every meal. Another
benefit: The Enlightened Diet provides a detailed questionnaire to help you discover your individual
eating profile—and a personalized eating plan, so that you can turn eating behaviors that lead to
weight gain—into weight loss.
Editors Note: A fresh perspective on eating as a holistic process. Great for anyone who is struggling to understand
food issues or looking to shift to a healthier approach to dieting/eating.

SEX, SIN, AND ZEN: A BUDDHIST EXPLORATION OF SEX
by Brad Warner

Sex, Sin, and Zen charts new territory for how spiritual practice and ancient philosophy can inform 
and integrate with this essential aspect of human life, an area that religion so often avoids or 
compartmentalizes as profane. Throughout the book, Warner stares down the tough questions: Can
prostitution be a right livelihood? Can a good spiritual master also be really, really bad? And ultimately,
what’s love got to do with any of it? 
While no puritan when it comes to sexuality, Warner offers a conscious approach to sexual ethics and
intimacy. Since Buddhism is no longer the province of sequestered seekers, this is real-world wisdom
for our times. “This book represents my best efforts at giving a personal Buddhism-informed view on
the subject of sexuality,” he writes. “It’s a view informed by more than twenty-five years of serious
Zen practice, as well as about the same number of years of sexual experience.”
Using his own heartbreak as a starting point, Warner not only examines sexuality from a Buddhist 
perspective, he also looks at Buddhist topics, such as emptiness, loving kindness, and karma, from a
sexual viewpoint.
Editors Note: A fearless investigation into some of the harder questions that arise in association to sex and 
spirituality. A necessary read for anyone interested in understanding how modern sexual culture intersects with
spiritual principles.

THE JEWELS OF HAPPINESS
by Sri Chinmoy
Discover practical gems of wisdom and inspiration to help you fulfill your hopes and dreams and
achieve your goals in The Jewels of Happiness, written by renowned author, artist, musician and peace
visionary Sri Chinmoy. This new treasure-chest of joy offers simple and effective guidance to all who
seek encouragement, energy and strength.
Perfectly suited to our fast-paced lifestyles, The Jewels of Happiness includes short insightful sections
full of uplifting wisdom, charming aphorisms and easy-to-learn exercises. Each section stands on its
own—with the entire book forming a tapestry of inspiration. Themes range from joy and peace to 
enthusiasm and love.
“Enthusiasm is energy, and energy defeats failure-life. Enthusiasm has to be invoked every day into our
life-breath. Enthusiasm has success in it. Enthusiasm is progress in itself.” 
Sri Chinmoy writes with beautiful simplicity and concentrated wisdom that immediately soothe the
aching heart and uplift the spirit. His writings are accessible to all—a letter of encouragement to every
human heart.
Editors Note: An inspirational, easy to read manifesto that offers tremendous insight into how to live with a
peaceful mind and open heart.
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Dr. Alpa Bhatt, BAMS, LMBT, NMT
ayurvedic holistic  physician

NC License #4703, Member of AMTA

Ayurvedic Lifestyle Education, Body Type & Pulse Analysis, Diet
Marma & Neuro Massage Therapy, Ayurvedic Acupuncture 

Shirodhara, Yoga & Natural Remedies

for more information please call 732-857-6411
Center For Optimal Health, Plymouth Meeting, PA

New Office in Ardmore, Pa • Lionville Pharmacy, Exton, PA

AYURVEDA

Body, Mind & Spirit Restoration with Ayurveda

Revolutionary Yoga Master 
Yogi Shanti Desai

Author of ten books " Encyclopedia for living".
Yogi Shanti Desai is a lifetime practitioner and a teacher for 
40 years. He has written ten books on yoga, philosophy 
and meditation. To order his books, attend a workshop or 

sponsor a program for him, visit the web site www.yogishantide-
sai.com or call 609-399-1974
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What is it like to be in a family of Yogis and musicians?

Growing up I was always taught to breathe deep when
things were kind of challenging. I never really had big
freak-outs because I was taught to hold my own grace.
Music is just a part of everything for us as a family. Every
day with my daughter we sing and dance with her. It gives
me so much joy. I am grateful to my parents for giving me
a musical childhood so that I can easily experience the
power of music now and watch as my daughter allows
the bliss of music carry her through each day.

Tell us a little bit about the time you spent with 
Yogi Bhajan while growing up.

I think he was always trying to tell me to not be so serious.
Every time he would see me, he would make a face and
stick his tongue out at me. At the time I was a little 
annoyed by it. Now that I look back at it, I appreciate it
a lot and remember it often. He was always trying to shake
things up for me. He pushed me through a
lot of fears that I had in conversations with
him. He could see our destiny with more
than a normal human sight. I really feel that
because of his hand in my life, that grace
and touch of a true spiritual teacher, that I
have been given the freedom to be who I am.

Tell us a little bit about the time you have
spent abroad in India.

Well I was in India four times in my life. But
the time that I will talk about is when I lived
at the Golden Temple in the city of Amritsar
in Northern India. Every day I was able to go to the
Golden Temple for the early morning kirtan, which
starts at 3 am and we finished about 7 am. And I got to
hear numerous ragis, master musicians, at the Golden
Temple throughout the day, and every night I got to
watch the sunset and listen to the kirtan again. It was an
exquisite experience for me to be in that spiritual
rhythm.It gave me a chance to really be spiritual and to
experience spirituality.

How did you get your spiritual name? 
What does it mean?

My parents asked Yogi Bhajan for my spiritual name
shortly after I was born. He gave it based on my 
numerology and also tuning into my destiny. He taught
us that when you have a spiritual name, hearing people
call you that name and by calling it yourself that you can

tune into your destiny. Snatam means universal. He 
described it to me once and said that it was the nucleus
or the center and that I had to be in my center while
reaching out to the universe and remaining in balance.

What are some of your favorite chants and why?

I really like the chant “Waheguru” which means “ecstasy is
here and now by the grace of the Guru”. I like this chant
so much because I can sing it for hours, and I also tend
to remember this chant throughout the day in my mind.
When I teach people about chants, its really important to
find out what chants you can remember and you can
keep with you throughout the day. Then you can really
utilize the energy of the chant throughout the day.

Tell us about your Seva of bringing live music to 
underprivileged communities?

Whenever we get the opportunity to do seva by sharing
our music in underprivileged communities,
it feels like a huge honor. Usually the folks
we share with don’t really have a lot in their
lives aside from the physical challenges that
they are dealing with. So it makes things
much more simple and real and as a musi-
cian, it really helps me tap into what’s real
for me and what’s not.

How often do you travel? What are some
of your favorite places to visit?

I travel about 3 - 4 times a year to many
beautiful places, but the best place I can be

while I’m traveling is my heart center, really connecting
with people and the energy around me.

What guidance or insight would you offer to those who
are new to chanting?

Well, I would first note that chanting is a really simple
practice. Anybody can do it. You don’t need to have
taken any courses or studied with any teachers or even
have any experience. The most important thing is to have
your own self-experience with it. Once you have this
inner awakening, everything else will flow from there.
The self-experience will guide you because the chants
have their own energy they’ve come to you to manifest
on this earth through your own chanting. Have faith that
you will find a community and teachers and then let the
energy of the chants guide you. �

An Interview with Snatam KaurAn Interview with Snatam Kaur
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Donald Pell
Gardens

Bold, Sexy Gardens

Design, Installation, Masonry

610.917.1385
donaldpell.com

MASSAGE  MATTERS  COUPON

$10OFF
Your First One-Hour

Massage
(must present coupon at time of purchase.)
(offer good for your first massage only)

Penny S. Kulp, BA, CMT, PDMT
MASSAGE MATTERS

THE BEST IN MASSAGE THERAPY & 
PREVENTATIVE & RESTORATIVE MUSCLE CARE

• Deep Tissue Therapy
• Sport Therapy, Rehabilitation
• Therapeutic Massage

• Pfrimmer Deep Muscle Therapy
• Swedish Massage
• Myofascial Release

Gift Certificates &
Packages Available

337 W. Lancaster Avenue
Wayne, PA 19087

Office or On-Site Therapy 
by Appointment

610-415-9060

Penny Kulp grew up in Chester Springs, PA, in a caring family             en-
vironment. After a short time in business, her concern for others led
her into a career as a Massage Therapist.

A graduate of Episcopal Academy and Gettysburg College, Penny     com-
pleted her professional training at the Pennsylvania School of Muscle
Therapy in 1998. She started practicing at her current location in June
of 1999, and has since gained the respect of many clients.

Penny is a certified Massage Therapist specializing in Pfrimmer Deep
Muscle Therapy, as well as Therapeutic and Swedish Massage. 

Member of the American Massage Therapy Association
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Reduce anxiety and stress  
End panic attacks - Overcome phobias 

Stop smoking - Lose weight  
Create fantastic relationships 

Improve work performance with less stress 
Remove conflict between professional & spiritual life 

Decrease emotional reactivity to any situation 
 

 

OVER 25 YEARS OF EXPOVER 25 YEARS OF EXPOVER 25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE ERIENCE ERIENCE    
HELPING PEOPLE ACHIEHELPING PEOPLE ACHIEHELPING PEOPLE ACHIEVE THEIR GOALSVE THEIR GOALSVE THEIR GOALS 

 

Dr Bob Schwarz. Board Certified in 
Energy Psychology & Hypnosis. Clinical 

Member of AAMFT, Only Licensed Mars 
Venus Counselor in PA. 

$50 OFF $50 OFF $50 OFF YOUR 1ST SESSIONYOUR 1ST SESSIONYOUR 1ST SESSION      
CALL NOW CALL NOW CALL NOW    

Haverford, Pa   www.doctor-bob.net   661100 642-0884

CCUULLTTIIVVAATTEE AA GGRREEAATT LLIIFFEE 
EEXXEECCUUTTIIVVEE && PPEERRSSOONNAALL CCOOAACCHHIINNGG 

PPSSYYCCHHOOTTHHEERRAAPPYY  CCOOUUPPLLEESS WWOORRKK 
EENNEERRGGYY WWOORRKK  HHYYPPNNOOSSIISS 

   

Introducing The Yoga Power & Light Institute’s ~ 200 Hour ~

15 Green Street, Downingtown PA 19335 610.269.7171 www.thecenterhya.com

Yoga TeacherTRAINING PROGRAM

Invest in
yourself and

your
potential

to inspire others.

Learn the art of relating an ancient timeless practice to everyday life.
Training includes Philosophy, Anatomy & Physiology,

Teaching Methodology, Practicum, and Focused Workshops.

Join us—January through April 2011, 3 weekends a month—
whether you desire to teach yoga or deepen your own personal practice.

Led by Laura Liss, ERYT and Kathleen Guidotti, ERYT.

For more information, please call The Center at 610.269.7171.

“Go holistic with you medical doctor”
Dr. Tetlow is available for questions, 

call to schedule a time to speak with her.

(888) 702-7974
MD Appointments at the Resiliency Center
Ambler Professional Center, Bldg B
602 S. Bethlehem Pike, Ambler, PA 19002

www.beingmybestself.com
Info@beingmybestself.com

Georgia Tetlow, MD
Clinical Asst Prof. of Rehabilitation Medicine, Thomas Jefferson Medical College
Bravewell Fellow, Program in Integrative Medicine U. of Arizona

Mind • Body • Soul
www.E s s e n t i a lWe l l n e s sCt r. c om

610-647-5407
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Holistic Medical Practice
H e i d i  W i t t e l s ,  m d

Montgomery Rehab Associates 
Montgomery Rehab Center of Chestnut Hill

8601 Stenton Avenue, Suite 100, Wyndmoor, PA 19038
215-233-6226 r hlwitt322@yahoo.com

Most
Insurances
Accepted

Dr. Wittels
is well-known

for the creative
solutions and

improved health
of her patients. 

Conveniently located near Rt. 309 & Papermill Road
(10-minutes from PA Turnpike)

• Board-Certified in Holistic Medicine
• Board-Certified Specialist in Physical Med-

icine and Rehabilitation
• Extensive training in Functional Medicine

(Metabolic and Nutritional Medicine)
• Treatment and Risk Prevention for    meta-

bolic syndrome/diabetes, obesity, back and
joint disorders, chronic fatigue, fibromyal-
gia, irritable bowel syndrome, allergies, and
heavy metal exposure

• Diagnostic Metabolic Testing
• Effective treatment to increase energy   and

balance metabolism

The Glamorous Life 
Day Spa &Women’s Fitness Center 

 

From “0 to Bikini” in 4 weeks! 
 A Revolutionary Anti Cellulite Workout Equipment 

Europe’s New Breakthrough Technology  

VACUFIT® 
1 of Only 2 Locations in the USA 
20 SESSIONS-30MINUTES-4 WEEKS 

 

Effects of Using Vacu Fit® Equipment 
 
Improves Circulation of Blood & Lymph 
Reduces Appearance of Cellulite 
Burns Fat Faster 
Promotes Positive Mood 
Tones & Smoothes Skin  
 
 

Vacufit is an Elliptical Trainer enclosed inside a Vacuum Chamber! 
The secrete to Vacufits effectiveness is underpressure, which 

intensifies fat burning. 
 

Make your appointment for a 10 minute FREE trial session! 
125 Mill Street, Bristol, PA 19007 – 215-781-9777 

 

International School of Shiatsu
10 South Clinton St., Suite 300 

“The Landmark Building”  
Doylestown, PA 18901
(215) 340-9918
www.shiatsubo.com

Caribbean Cruise, Jan. 16-23  
Rejuvenate, energize and be healthier.  

Register by Sept. 30th.
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www
(215) 340-9918

ylestoDo
“The Landmark Building” 

10 South Clinton St.,
International School of Shiatsu
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A 18901 P PA 18901wn,wn, Pylesto
“The Landmark Building” 

 Suite 30010 South Clinton St.,10 South Clinton St., Suite 300
International School of Shiatsu
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AS WE WATCH THE DISASTER THAT IS
OCCURRING ON THE GULF COAST, mostly due
to human greed and negligence, we feel the pain for the

future of many species, not only our own. If there was 
something we could do to reverse some of this damage, most of
us would do it. It turns out there is something that each of us can
do, today, which can help.

This simple action is to reduce the consumption of animal-based
foods and products. Our dependence on animal consumption, like
that of oil, must change if we want our future generations to enjoy
their health on a healthy and beautiful planet. Money and other
riches cannot free our children and grandchildren from our 
dependence upon other species and a healthy planet.

Animal consumption is an integral part of the American psyche. As
one comedian would respond, “I do like animals; but I just like
eating them more”. The economic, political and social forces that
support these industries are huge. Americans have their favorite
meals, including “a thick, juicy steak”, yogurt and berries, eggs
and bacon, milk and cookies, ice cream with hot apple pie, cheese
on a burger, and chicken several times per week (because white
meat is allegedly better than red).

So, how much of a reduction would help? The answer is, the more
the better. Eggs and dairy (milk-based products), the difference
between vegetarian and vegan lifestyles, are often the last to go.
Reducing even these products can have dramatic effects on
health, environment and morale.

Reasons to Reduce Animal Consumption
Individual Health 
Rates of most “degenerative” diseases of aging (and now of
youth), as listed in the table are highly correlated with the amount
of animal product that is consumed by an individual and their
country, due to the toxic nature of their specific fats and proteins,
and the calcium that is lost in processing their high protein content.

In addition, up to 90% of our meats are contaminated with feces
due to sloppy processing; to such an extent that an American’s
kitchen is often more toxic than their toilet. Many meats are being
irradiated with the equivalent of millions of xrays to control these
dangerous bacteria that have developed due to factory farming.

Planetary Health
American factory farms, which have developed over the last 50
years, require huge amounts of water, and generate huge amounts
of solid, liquid and gaseous waste and bacterial contamination.
Communities near factory farms have increased incidence of many
illnesses. Other countries, as they become westernized and consume
animal products, are converting their agriculture to livestock, which
is resulting in loss of rain forests, requires up to 100 times more

water and land for the equivalent amount of healthy food. 
One pound of farmed fish requires five pounds of ocean fish for
feed, contributing to the depletion of the oceans. These practices
are unsustainable.

Morale/Humane
The American practice of crowding animals into huge cement
buildings (often with pastoral murals on the outside) has been 
outlawed by most European countries for years. Despite the 
regulation that 100% of animals are unconscious when carved or
skinned, a significant percentage are still conscious. The argument
that “cows are stupid” is countered by stories of cows walking 
30 miles to find their calves, from which they are unnaturally 
separated on their first day of life. While veal consumption has 
declined by 65% over the past decade, this cruel practice of 
confining a young calf for its entire life still occurs. Pigs are highly
intelligent and social, but raised in isolation with such cruelty that
anyone who saw what went on would never eat another piece of
bacon. Chickens are so crammed that they attack each other, 
requiring inhumane removal of their beaks and claws. We are 
systematically disconnected from our food sources - but does this
relieve us of our responsibility to know what goes on and to 
take action?

Surmounting the Obstacles
Most Americans are both inspired and overwhelmed by information.
As Colin Campbell discusses in his book, “The China Study”, the
industries that want to maintain the status quo do so by providing
small bits of mis-information, enough to confuse and paralyze us.
When we are confused, we give up and fall back to our old ways
of being.

However, there are numerous books by quality authors which converge
into a consistent conclusion about what we must do in order to
heal ourselves and the planet. Colin Campbell grew up on a dairy
farm; John Robbins grew up eating ice cream several times a day;
Joel Fuhrman is a physician and was a pre-olympic athlete. In
adulthood each learned about the toxic effect of animal products
for humans and the planet. Their books thoroughly discuss the science,
politics and economics of animal products. This information will help
surmount some of the most common barriers to changing lifestyles:

Fear of Lack of Protein, Calcium and Nutrients
American obsession with protein is the result of aggressive marketing
by the animal food industry, and is not based on science. Joel Fuhrman
demonstrates in his book “Eat to Live” that greens vegetables, per
calorie (not per pound), have more protein than a burger. The 
argument about essential amino acid deficiency in plants is also
not valid. Cows don’t get their calcium from milk, but from green
grass (when fed properly). There is ample calcium in organic greens

CARING FOR OUR SPECIES
BY CARING FOR OTHERS

AND OUR PLANET

continued on page 30
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Be inspired and empowered to honor 
yourself through cleansing, nourishment and 

healthy choices
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Colon Hydrotherapy

Whole Health Coaching
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Locations:
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Havertown, Pa (610) 924-0600

www.theartofhealth.us 
Email: vibrant@theartofhealth.us

Ask about The 28 Day Cleanse!
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This educational material may not be used
to make decisions about medical care without the help of an
experienced practitioner.

and grains (when the plants are grown on healthy soil). The same
is true for most nutrients—they ultimately come from healthy soil.

Vitamin B12 is made by bacteria - in soil and in the gut. Deficiency
occurs when soil is unhealthy, and when
we are fed agents such as antibiotics
and chlorine that kill these bacteria. Also,
stress and acid-blocking medications
(which many people take for years) reduces
our ability to absorb B12. Therefore
everyone, including meat eaters should
be tested annually and supplement with
B12, until tests demonstrate sufficiency.

Social
It is indeed difficult to go to a restaurant, or
have breakfast, without animal products
in the cuisine. However, there are a
growing number of restaurants that serve
vegetarian options. Breakfast without milk
and eggs usually can be some kind of
nut butter on a bagel, humus on rice
crackers, or even a chili or vegetable
soup. It gets easier to be creative and
adaptive as time goes on. Some people
bring alternatives with them, such as a
healthy salad dressing or sunflower seeds
to sprinkle on what otherwise would be
a boring and unsatisfying salad.

Also, restaurant food is usually not 
organic. Commercial food production,
whether plant or animal, is full of toxins
and deficient in nutrients. Therefore, as
we learn we become more selective in
where we eat and how often; and follow
such events with a detox of some sort.

While it’s not advised to proselytize, if
family or friends ask about your chosen
restrictions, then take the opportunity to
educate them on your reasons.

Feeling Sick When Not Eating Meat
or Eggs
When someone detoxes from alcohol,
drugs, or even sugar, they don’t feel
good. Their suffering would be relieved
by re-introducing these compounds, but
this is clearly counterproductive. “Cold
turkey” is the body restoring healthy physiology. However, when we
crave a steak, egg, or cheese, we interpret this as “needing” them
for health. While the books on eating for blood type and others 
promote this view, there is no science that supports this depend-
ency on animal product; in fact the science says the opposite. Joel
Fuhrman’s calls this experience “toxic hunger”. On the other side of
a detox, everyone feels better.

Boring and Difficult Cuisine
While it is true that animal products provide flavor and texture, many
interesting flavors and textures can be provided by a mixture of 
vegetables, nuts, seeds and spices. For most, it is a matter of 
experimenting with new ways of shopping and cooking. The palate
will change its habits. This is similar to people who have become

used to too much salt or sugar. At first, everything seems to lack 
flavor; but as the systems re-set, new awareness of flavor emerges.
There are a growing number of easy, family friendly, wonderful recipe
books available at libraries and bookstores.

No Time for Shopping and Cooking
We have been programmed to believe
that shopping and cooking is a loss of
productive time. However, the “slow
food” movement points out that the
time we invest pays off. Preparing meals
can be relaxing and an opportunity to
wind down, talk with family and friends
and listen to music (in addition to the
benefit of knowing what you’re eating).
The time does not have to be excessive,
and by planning and proper food-storing
and freezing techniques, efficiency does
increase. A simple strategy is to try one
new recipe or technique every weekend;
and to keep it fun. Successful meals 
accumulate over time and lead to a new,
sustainable lifestyle.

Difficulty with Vegetables and Beans
The digestive system, like any system of
the body, develops habits. When minimally
exposed to fruits, vegetables, beans and
fiber, the enzymes and other mechanisms
needed for healthy digestion atrophy.
However, with a gradual introduction of
these foods, these systems will re-build.
Supplementing with agents such as 
probiotics, enzymes, and acid can support
the re-balancing of the digestive tract
and reduce the gas and bloat that can
occur if one changes too quickly.

Wheat and other glutinous grains (barley,
spelt, rye, and some oat), and their 
derivatives (seitan, wheat gluten) are a
growing problem for a significant part 
of our population, probably due to 
over-exposure and commercial processing.
Therefore, beginning with non-glutinous
grains such as rice, quinoa and millet is
recommended. Also avoiding highly
processed soy-based meat-like 
substitutes, though less convenient, is a
healthier strategy.

Support
While these changes are not easy, they feel good on many levels.
Finding partners in family and friends makes this quest more 
satisfying. There are a growing number of clubs, web sites, and
practitioners who can provide support. Nutritional testing for 
deficiencies and allergies are available and can guide a plan. The
ultimate goal is a lifestyle that is truly sustainable, morale, and
healthy for the individual, family, our society and our planet.        �
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FAMILY
CONSTELLATIONS

·
A New Horizon in Healing

· Reveal and re-align hidden loyalties
to your ancestral family—release
anchors for stubborn problems in
health, relationships, or career

· Experience a spontaneous resolution
to your problem, or find that
previously ineffective remedies now
work

· Do this for yourself, your children,
or recommend it to clients and loved
ones who find health or success
mysteriously blocked

This is not astrology, and takes
relatively little time and money

Michael Reddy, Ph.D, CPC

610 469 7588
michael@reddyworks.com
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IN THIS COUNTRY, MANY OF
US MAY BE FAMILIAR WITH
AYURVEDA AS A NUTRITIONAL

ADJUNCT TO YOGA, not realizing
the astounding breadth and depth
of what it encompasses. Ayurveda,
or the Knowledge (veda) of Life
(ayur), can be said to be that 
manual you always wished for; you
know - the one that shows you how
to take care of your mind, body
and spirit as a human being on 
this planet!

Ayurveda is the oldest recorded system of holistic health care,
predating and influencing Western, Traditional Chinese
Medicine (TCM) and many other systems. We find it's origins
in the most ancient of written texts - the over 5000 year old
Rig Veda, where the nature of health and disease, and the
principles of treatment are discussed. Here we also find the
first mention of the doshas, or the three body types, the 
influence of the five elements in health, and the use of herbs
to alleviate certain conditions.
The bulk of the Ayurvedic material is found in the later
Artharva Veda (1), sharing a spot with writings on the 
astrological aspects of Jyotish, (literally the ‘light of God’ but
divided into treatises on astronomy and astrology). This is a
nice alignment as Jyotish, or Vedic Astrology, takes past lives,
karma and current planetary influences into account and may
be used to help with diagnosis and recommendations for an
overall healthy lifestyle.
As with the Sanskrit language in which they were written, the
Vedas are said to be directly channeled from Divine source,
added to by each generation of Rishis or sages, then passed
on in oral form. 
Ayurveda is further based on the Charaka Samhita, a manual
of practice developed by the sage Charaka 2-3 centuries BCE.
The Charaka Samhita addresses human anatomy, surgery,
how to treat wounds and burns, fractures and amputations,
massage using the marma points (parts of the body where two
or more types of tissue meet), and male and female infertility
(2). The later Sushruta Samhita further detailed Ayurveda
overall and emphasized surgical procedures, including use of
anesthesia and the innovation of plastic surgery (3).
In India, Ayurveda has been the traditional form of care for
thousands of years, but suffered a decline in the past few
centuries during foreign occupation. Since freedom from
British rule in 1947, it has become solidly reestablished in
India as well as exported and respected as a Complimentary
Alternative Medicine (CAM) worldwide.

When you visit an Ayurvedic practitioner in the United States,
the level of education and experience may vary widely from
years of credentialed medical training at respected universities
in India to weekend courses on Ayurvedic nutrition. Please
do research your choices as you would with any health 
practitioner. Also, please be aware that any prescribed
Ayurvedic herbs should be certified organic as many 
non-organic varieties have been found to contain heavy metals.
An Ayurvedic physician may or may not also use Jyotish as
part of the diagnosis, but should definitely ask for detailed 
information about your health and overall lifestyle. The 
questions should be thoughtful and thorough; culling 
information about diet, digestion, lifestyle and climate along
with emotional and spiritual issues. The practitioner will 
observe characteristics about the skin, eyes, weight, teeth and
tongue as well as checking the patient’s pulse from which the
dosha will be determined.  
Ayurveda views all health issues first as a movement of the 
individual away from feeling close to the Divine life force. The
imbalance then manifests in a unique way according to the
universal energies that underlie all natural processes. The three
body types or doshas, known together as the tridosha, 
represent combinations of the five elements: Vata (ether and
air), Pitta (fire and water), and Kapha (water and earth). While
all of us are a combination of two or more doshas, one type
usually prevails. As a general rule, Vata folks are usually very
thin, Pitta muscular and Kapha a more round body type.
Each dosha and dosha combination, has its way of being 
ideally balanced.
In Ayurveda, there is an emphasis on preventative care. Diet
modifications and various detoxification routines may be
prescribed such as Panchakarma, a therapeutic healing 
intensive. Yoga practices fall under the auspices of Ayurveda
and are usually part of the lifestyle recommendations for
healing and prevention.
The Ayurvedic approach takes place at the deepest levels; 
affecting your very organs and tissue. When practiced with
skill and the recommendations sincerely followed, the
changes that are brought about may take time, but the 
healing can be quite complete physically, mentally, 
emotionally and spiritually. �
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